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BENTLEY’S MATH CLUB CELEBRATES THE DESIGN GEEK IN ALL OF US
New Carpet Collection Equals Perfect Equation of Style + Performance

LOS ANGELES (February 2015) – Math class just got a whole lot cooler with a new
modular carpet collection from Bentley, California’s leading commercial carpet
manufacturer. Math Club, designed by Todd van der Kruik, unites piece-dyed
technology with fine denier yarns to satisfy atomic price points, while its two styles and
13 colorways appeal to the most selective design geeks.
Sleek yet quirky, Math Club urges everyone to embrace their inner nerdom, reflecting
an evolution in pop culture where mathletes and coders are reaching rockstar status.
The collection’s two styles – TechUpd8™ and Supercomputer™ – make geometry fun
again with their complimentary smooth lines and sharp shapes. And when it comes to
color, exciting piece-dyed flexibility makes sure there’s no wrong answer. Add and
subtract from Math Club’s 13 colorways to create endless combinations that mix warm
neutrals with bold splashes of color.
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Math Club products feature Antron® Legacy™ Type 6,6 Nylon and are available in
18”x36” and 24”x24” NexStep® Cushion Tile or AFIRMA™ Hardback Tile. Bentley’s Fast
Track quick-ship program allows for orders of 1,500 square yards or less (standard
colors), ready to ship within 10 business days of order.
About Bentley
Defining style, color, quality, and service for more than 30 years, Bentley Mills, Inc.
manufactures and markets award-winning broadloom, carpet tile, and area rug products
for all commercial interiors across the globe. Bentley is recognized for leadership in
product design, style, and customer service. Bentley is committed to sustainable
commerce, and, as the largest commercial carpet manufacturer in California, the
company operates in a LEED-EBOM® Gold carpet mill. For more information, contact
Bentley at 800.423.4709 or visit us at bentleymills.com.

